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TELEVISION SATELLITE AND CABLE RETRANSMISSION OF
BROADCAST VIDEO PROGRAMMING UNDER THE
COPYRIGHT ACT'S COMPULSORY LICENSES
SUMMARY
The cable and satellite compulsory licenses of the Copyright Act require
rightsholders to permit the retransmission of certain broadcast signals by cable
systems and "wireless cable" in the case of the §111 license and by satellite
providers (including direct broadcasting entities) in the case of the §119 license,
The licenses have some common features (such as rate adustment and
distribution proceedings. The licenses differ markedly, however, in their
overall structure, signal coverage, conditions of carriage, sod copyright royalty
pavmnent mechanism s.
The satellite carrier license of the Copyright Act authorizes retransmissin
of "superstation" and network television programming by satellite carriers to
home satellite "dish" owners, upon payment of a copyright royaly (which ranges
from 6 to 17.5 cents per signal per subscriber each month' and compliance with
other statutory conditions. The license. which is codified as section 119 of title
17 US. Code, applies only for purposes of private hwue viewing,
Legislation creating the license was originally enacted for 6 years, effective
January 1, 1989. Before itscxpiration, the satelite carrier license was extended
for another 5 years by the Satellite Home Viewer Act of 1994 C"SDVA of 1994").
Public Law 103-369.

The §119 license expires December 31. 1999,

unless

Congress acts to extend it.
The cable compulsory license of §.. of' the Copyright Act permits
retransmission of any broadcast signals by wired or "wireless" cable systems,
subject to the paIrnent of copy-ight royalties essentially for signals "distant" to
the community served by the cable system.
The SEVA of 1994 amended the cable compulsory license concerning the
eligibility of wireless
for the
tale cable license and expanded the definition of
local signals or purposes ofthe §111 cable license.
With respect to the satellite license, the SHVA of 1994 also clarified that
PBS member stations and Fox Broadcastingaffiliates (andprobably the affiliates
of the United Paramount and Warner Brothers networks) are "network
stations." Also, netwrk afTiliates were given the benefit of a new burden of
proof standard and (ranzitiona] procedures to enforce the license's restriction
to unserved households (i.e., "white areas") for network retransmissions, Direct
broadcasting services also now qualify for the satellite license.
This report summarizes the main features of the satellite and cable licenses.
reviews the Satellite Home Viewer Act of 1994, and discusses recent proposals
or requests for amendment of these Copyright Act compulsory licenses,
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Television Satellite and Cable Retransmission of
Broadcast Video Progra
g under the Copight
Act's Compusoiy Licenses
MOST RECENT DEVELOPMENTS
New copyright policy issues have arisen regard
carrier' and cable( compulsory licenses of the Cops
technical corrections bill (H R. 672; S, 506),' no bilE
this first session of the 105th Congress to a end
Several groups, however, are seeking support for am
Public Broadcasting System (PBS is seeking modifies
to allow direct broadcasting service CDBS") providers
national satellite "feed" distributed by PIS to its aft
American Skv Broadcasting and EchoStar are see
satellite license to retransmit "locaF broadcast sienal
The Senate Corn
hearings on April 10. 1
which included testimor

cead

:e statutory ncenses.
tore, legislation, The
o3f the satelsirei senSe
eight to retransmit the
broadcast stations. 5
modification of the
Transportation held

el video competition,
-joStaI local signals proposal.
4 aVu

1,US.C,
2 7LU

,Title

ai

kA Statr-s Code, §§101 et seq,
uld correct errors in recent public laws or otherwise make technical
ie satellite and cable licenses. H.R. 672 passed the House of
n
March 18. 1997.

' Although PBS has national broadcast rights for the programming it distributes via
its satellite "feed." it has not obtained contractual rights to license redistribution by DBS
entities, Modification of the §119 satellite license would allow redistribution by DBS
entities without clearance of all rights through woluntai negotiations. PBS proposes,
however, to negotiate for DBS redistribution rights with copyright owners of the
programming rights by the time the existing satellite license statute sunsets on December
31, 1999.
6 As discussed later, the existing satellite license applies to permit retransmission of
network broadcast station signals only if the household receiving the signal is otherwise
"unserved" by the network.
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Satellite service providers and their subscribers continue to press for
amendments of the §119 license to clarify what is a viewable network signal in
determining whether or not a household is "unserved' by a network.
The
transitional provisions of the Satellite Home Viewer Act of 1994, which were
intended to address the viewable signal issue, have expired.' Satellite service
providers generally terminate service of a signal if reception of the signal by a
given household is challenged by the network or iLs afiliate. BroadcasLing
entities have filed copyright infringement lawsuits against satellite service
providers if challenged service is not terminated.'
In a development that implicates the §111 cable compulsory license, the
Supreme Court in a 5-4 decisions upheld the constitutionally of the statutory
must-carry rules enacted by the 1992 Cable Act" (which amended tbf existing
Communications Act of 1934),
This report summarizes the main features of the sw.llitp and cable
compulsory licenses, reviews the Satellite Home Viewer Act of 1994 ("SENA of
1994") and other recent developments affecting the sallie and cable licenses,
and notes possible policy issues that ma lead to legislative proposals,

BACKGRO UND
1.

Satellite Carrier IAeense

The satellite carier license of the Copyright Act authorizes retransmission
of "superstationI and network television programming by satellite carriers to
satellite home "dish" owners upon payment of a copyright royalty and
complianrp with ober statutory conditions.

Pub L 10"-369. 108 Sltr 3477, Act of October 18, 1994 (Hereafter, the "SItVA

of'1994"), which extended the section 119 satellite license fbr another five years.
Clause (& of 17 UEC. 19la). captioned the "transitional signal intensity
measumment proePdurfs-" This clause was in effect only from enactment in October
1904 through the end of 1996 The statutory procedures were never fully implemented
because the private sector parties never reached an agreement, as contemplated.
concerning h standards for determining what is a aiewable signal and how to measure
signal intensity.

9 in the 104th Congress. legislation was considered but not enacted that would have
addressede
iewable network signal issue. H.R. 3192 would have required satellite
carriers, broadcast networks. and their affiliated stations to agree upon signal intensity

measurement procedures or, failing agreement. compel arbitration of the issue.
1 Turner BroadcastingSvstein, Inc. v. Federal ConeininicationsCommission,
117 S Ct 1174 (1997).
" Pub, L. 102-385, 106 Star. 1460, Act of October 5. 1992.
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The Satellite Home Viewer Act of 1988 ("SHVA of 1988' ,.12 which created
the satellite carrier license was scheduled to sunset on December 31, 1994,
Congress extended the life of the satellite carrier license through December 31,
1999 by passage of the Satellite Home Viewer Act of 1994 ('SHVA of 1994".1
Congress originally enacted the satellite carrier statutory license, section
119 of' the Copyright Act,14 effective January 1, 1989, o [acilitate access to
superstation" and network programming through reception by home satellite
"dish" owners. The license applies only for purposes of private home viewing.
The section 119 license does not authorize retransmission of television
broadcasts
to bars. hotels, restaurants, and siilar
commercial
establishments.'
Satellite carriers 1 6 must meet special condo
network programming. Since this programnin
television households by direct transmission, t

12 Act of November 16, 1988, TitIl
(Hereafter the "SHVA of 1988").

If Congress had not exte:
carriers would have been able
home "dish" owner subscribers
licensing agreements with ever
programming. Bur see the flt
that they might qualify for thc
The Cepy:
et. seq. The Co
most recent genf
i4

re nf
5s tC

394!

trier ficnse, presumably the satellite
icast tele,,ision programming to their
he carriers had negotiated voluntary
the works embodied in the broadcast
rung th, satellite carriers' argument
)Is cense.

3 as tit]e 17 of the United States Code, sections 101
6. Pub. L. 94-553, Act of October 19, 1976, is the
copyright law, The 1976 Act went into effect January

1. 1978
eight Act may authorize retransmission to commercial
" Other pi
establishmel ts, either under an exemption to the rights of the owner of copyright or
under the ca ble compulsory license of section 111. Section llail)
exempts a local
retra nsn ssi(on to the private rnos of hotels, if no direct charge is made for the guest
to see or he ar the retransmission. Cable systems may retransmit local and distant

including bars, restaurants, hotels, and other
broadcasts o paying subscribers,
commercial establishments under the cable license of section 11ic Ikf . Also. public
reception of the primary transmission by a commercial establishment may be exempt
under senen 110(5):

if reception occurs via a single receiving apparatus of a kind
,s-d oi private homes, no direct charge is made to see or hear the
transmission and there is no further transmission to the public. With respect to the
section 110t,5 exemption, however, satellite receiving equipment would not qualify as an
'apparatus o f a kind commonly uz.ed in private homes," according to several lower court
decisions.
18 Satellite carriers are entities authorized by the Federal Communications
Commission ("FCC") to use a satellite in the point -to -multipoint distribution of television
signals. They are essentially common carriers but have been exempted by the FCC from
regulation as ordinary common carriers.
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network signal, only for their ret ansmission
to households "unserved" by the
5
stations.)
affiliate
their
and
networks
"Superstations'" are independent broadcast stations. like WTBS-Atlanta,
WOR-New York, and WGN-Chicago, not affiliated with any of the commercial
networks. The over-the-air signal of these independent stations is retransmitted
on an essentially nationwide basis, principally by wired cable servirss under the
authority of the separate cable compulsory license of section 1 of the
Copyright Act.
The section 119 satellite carrier license requires a i
fur each broadcast station retransmitted, based on the i
the signal multiplied by the statutory rate for thnt
superstations subject to the Federal Communication 0
exclusivity rules,i9
the current rate is 17.5 centv

it

)r

Unserved households are those that
this phrase referred to the approximately
in the United States which could not ree
networks (ABC. CBS. and NBC). These
rural areas where terrain or distance fee
translator station) make over-the-air reof
cases. cable service is available to rotrai
license does not apply to a household tf
before starting satellite carrier 4erice.
definition of "network station" to ince
Paramount and Warner Brothers elation
license to areas outsde the traditional "
relates these
smaller re-worto, wbi
nationwide cover

'ill 'into the so-called "white areas." Originally
e to 'Iwo percent of the television households
ve one or more of the three major commercial
ousehlds were located primarily in remote,
the nearest transititer whether primary or
,flon of a viewable sigal net feasible. Tn some
uiit a viewable signa
The satellite carrier
t subscribed tl cable
a
service within 90 days
As discussed 1ater, the expansion of the
de the Fox stations (and probably United
Aso expands the reach of the satellite carrier
hire areas.' Of course this expansion only
h do not have the number of affiliates and
that the three maioi networks have.

1he SE tetlite Home Viewer Act of 198 ("SF VA of 1988"t incorporated several key
tirin fr ore the section 111 cable license, including the definition of network station.
Under thi <definition, neither PBS member stations nor Fox Broadcasting affiliates
clearly qua led a6 network stations, The absence of a fully nationwide television service
excluded t e Fox affiliates. Their noncommercial status apparently excluded PBS
stations fr n the "network" category under the SHVA of 1988. notwithstanding a
reference i the legislative history of the ST-WA of 1988 which referred to PBS as a
network.
R, REP 887 (Part 2), 100th Cong., 2d Sess. 19 (1988). (The Copyright
Office, ho, ver, did net refuse to accept satellite license statements of account that
charactrb I PBS stations as "network" signals.) As discussed later, the SHVA of 1994
clarified th status of PBS stations and also broadened the definition of "network" to
include thc ox network and new smaller "networks,'
39 Syndicated television programming is off-network or post-network progamming
licensed directly to individual broadcast stations. The FCC issued rules governing the
exclusivity of these licenses. The rules are known as the "syndicated exclusivity rules."
They basically require respect for the contractual rights obtained by broadcaster- in the
syndicated programining Superstation programming subject to these rules must be
"blacked outT upon request in areas where other stations hold exclusive rights, unless the
(continued..,'
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superstations not subject to the FCC's syndicated exclusivity rules, the rate is
14 cents per subscriber. For network signals, the rate is 6 cents per subscriber.
The compulsory phase of the satellite carrier law applied br the first four
years after enactment (that is, from 1989 through 1992), For the last 2 years
of the SHVrA of 1988 (1993-94), the satellite retransmission license could have
been obtained either through voluntary negotiations between copyright owners
and satellite carrier systems, or through arbitration, In fact, since voluntary
negotiations did not lead to a licensing agreement in 1992, the former Copyright
Royalty Tribunal"' 'CRT") convened an arbitration panel, which ultimately set
the current royaltv rates,
Satellite carrier operators report to the Copyright Ofice by January 31 and
July 31 each year regarding their signal carriage and subscribers for the
preceding 6-month period, The carriers remit pay-nent of the appropriate
royalties at that time,
Originally, the former Copyright B
owners the royalties received by the (
United States Treasury in interest-bear
With the abolition of the CRT, is gist
hoe arbitration panels. whi.h are con,
Office, under the direction of the Librar
convenes any arbitration panel fr pu
rates.

,91 distributedl to copyrighit

to and deposited with the
pending their distribution.
lion was transferred to ad
pervised by [he Copyright
Thl e Librarian also now
sting the satellite license

To justify carriage of"network progralMing, the satellite carrier submits
to each network, within 90 days after commencing retransmission, the names
and addresses of its subscribers. The networks and their affiliates can use this
list to determine whether t'he subscriber resides in an "unserved household."
which is a condition of the license as applied to network programming. A
household is "unserved" by a particular network if (i) it cannot receive the signal

of a primary network station of that network over-the-air (at Grade B intensity,
as defined b the FCC) or 6i) within 90 days before the date service begins to
that household. the household has not received the signal through subscription
to a cable system,

A network or one of its affiliate stations can challenge reception of its
signal on the ground the household is not "unserved" by the network, Upon
receiving an objection, the satellite service provider can either conduct a signal

c...eontinued)

superstation has obtained nationwide rights in the same programming, in which case,
the other station's rights would be none lunive.
2, The Copyright Royalty Tribunal Reform Act of 1993, Pub, L. 103-198 (December
17, 1993) abolished the Tribunal and replaced it with a system of ad hoc copyright
arbitration royalty panels (CRP's), administered bv the Copjight Office under the
direction of the Librarian of Congress,
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measurement test to prove the household is unserved, terminate the service. or
risk that the network or affiliate station will sue for copyright infringement.

2.

The Cable Compulsory License

The Satellite Home Viewer Act of 1994 also addressed the eligibility for the
separate section 111 cable compulsory license of another video retransmission
service -- multichannel, mnultipoint distribution services ("MRDS"; also known
as "wireless cable"),'z
The cable compulsory license is set, out, in section l11(c)-(f of the Copyright
Act, title 17 US . It, was enacted in the Copyright Act of 1976," effective
January 1, 1978, to compensate copyright owners for cable retransmission of
their works embodied in broadcast programmingand to facilitate access by wired
cable systems to broadcast programming under reasonabe rates and conditions
for Lhe benefit of cable subscribers and the public.

Early Histor of Cable
Cable television systems b gan as community-based, reception-enhancing
services in the late 1940s and early I50s, Kinown originally as "community
antenna television (CATV ." cal de systems initially provided a simple antenna
service that improved reception of over-the-air local broadcast signals. Very
soon, however, coble system tcchnology was used to "import" distant broadcast
stations not available over-the-a .ir in the cable system's service area. Premium
or "pay cable" programming ser vices also were developed by the early 1970s.
Cable operators purchased tramission rights for the premium/pay cable
programming from their copyri ght ownrs. (able operators paid nothing to
broadcasters for retransmission of broadcast signals and did not obtain any
voluntary copyright licenses for this transmission.
Broadc ast stations were concerned about the competitive impact of cable
technology, ind the unauthorized use of their broadcast programming without
any payqnen t of royalties, Broadcasters strenuously objected to importation of
distant sign ale. Throughout the 1960s, broadcasters sought administrative
relief through,h regulations of the Federal Communications Commission ("FCC),
petitioned Cengross to make cable systems liable for copyright infringement by
amendment of the copyright law, and challenged in court the legality of cable
carriag ofb broadcast signals. 'When it became possible to count cable viewership
for ratings purposes, some broadcasters preferred mandatory cable carriage of

2lThe SHVA of 1994 did not, however, address the cable compulson license eligibility
of satellite master antenna svstems (-SMATVs,- also known as private cable") or video
telephone services.
2'

Pub, L. 94-553, Act of October 19, 1976, codified as title 17 U.S C.
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local signals to copyright relief and the FCC obliged the broadcasters by issuing
must-carrv rules in 1972.
The networks and most commercial broadcasters tbth network affiliates
and independent stations) remained strongly opposed to importation of distant
broadcast signals, They felt the distant signals cost the local broadcaster
viewers and diluted the value of their programming, for which they had paid
significant sums to obtain exclusive rights in their own television market. In
the 1960s, the distant broadcast station itself could not generally sell
advertisements directed to the distant television market because many of its
advertisers did not conduct business in the distant television market,
Copyright owners, who licensed broadcast rights to broadcasters, also strongly
objected to cable retransmission of distant inals b
to license exclusive broadcast rights in a given television market.4
In order to protect broadcasters frosystems of broadcast signals, the FCC in
systems. 2 At firs, the FCC required cab].
a full administrative hearing for imports
television market. This rule had the praoi
importation except for "grandfathered"
Supreme Court ruled against copyright
21

The economic

regional advertiser I
imported into distant
creation of the "supe
less than network re
for station WTBS
superisation sought
turned roe upersta
their affiliatui in
programming 11 VA

. unfair use by cable
jurisdiction over cable
ain FCC approval in
signals into a major

oozing distant signal
ite 1968 after the
;le retr ansmissions. 2

nged later for some distant stations as national or
Sfthe possibilities of advertising on broadcast stations
rkets
ith the advent of satellite technology and the
nal and regional advertisers could place ads at rates
earh a large national (or regional audience, Except
tiling' superstation, which from its inception as a
nalty', the independent broadcast stations that were
t their perission continued to join the net works and
'orn uTated retransmision of their broadcast

2,1Copyright owners licensed some works to networks fbr nationwide transmission,
for which the networks paid large suis of money. Because broadcast stations both
network affiliate and independents) operate in the specific television markets they are
athonzed by the FCC to ,ere, copyright owners were able (before the advent of cable
rMt rans3ision", to market exclusive rights in their works in each television market. That
isi the same ioe
or syndicated television program could be licensed "exclusively" in Los
Ageles, Chicago. ewYork, Wichita, Peoria, etc. The broadcast networks purchased
nationwide rghts for limited times and repeat showings. When those rights expired, the
copTight owner could license the work "exclusively" to stations in each separate television
market Cable system importation and retransmission of distant signals threatened to
dilute and perhaps significantly erode the value of these television market rights,
27, Second

Report and Order in Docket No. 15971, 2 FCC 725 (1 9M. The Supreme
Court upheld the FCC's assertion of cable jurisdiction (withinlimits) and the 1966 Order
specifically in United States u. Southwestern Cable Co., 392 U.S l57 1957
-' Fortighty Corp, -,%Unrited Artists Teleuision, no,, 392 US. 390 1968).
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the FCC began its experimentation with "retransmission consent." The FCC
proposed rules, which were implemented experimentally but never adopted in
final form. requiring cable systems to obtain retransmnission consent from the
broadcaster to carry new signals. 27
he FCC, as it generally does,
"grandfathered" existing cable carriage.i
The retransmission consent
mechanism proved unw orkable: the broadcasters with few exceptions refused
consent to allow cable retransmission." Following this experiment, the FCC
in 1972 promulgated its major body of cable carriage rules. 29
In the Congress, the copyright liability of cable systems bt-.came a stumbling
block in the effort to enact a general revision of the copyright law. The last
general revision had been enacted in 1909. No legislation was passed in the
1960s, as broadcasters and copyright owners attempted to obtain judicial relief
by suing cable operators for copyright infringement under the existing 1909
Act.
While broadcastersicopyright owners won some lower court cases. the
cable operators ultimately prevailed before the Supreme Court in two historic
copyright cases.
In Fortnight/i Corp. v. UnitedArtists Tetraision, inc. the Court applied
a "functional" test to determine whether cable operators "performed" cop3 ighted
works in retransmitting those works as embodied in broadcast signals. Noting
that broadcasters "perform" in transmitting works and asserting that viewers do
not "perform" in receiving works embodied in sigalthe Court found cable
systems in the 1960s funnioned as viewers ard had no copyright liability for
retransmission of essemtially local broadcast signals, Whethe issue of distant
signal importation finally came before the Supreme Court in Columbia

2' Notice of
2d 417 (1968,.

Proposed R.u!emakin

2" See, Scond Further Notic
FeCC 2d 580 i'1970, ,

Notice
land

inof
ir

in Docket 18397, 15 FCC

fProposd ulemaking in Docket No. 18397"-A 24

Cable Television Report ad Order (issued February 2. 1972!.

36 FCC 2d 143

0 Copyright Act of March 4, 1909, 35 Stat. 1075.

392 1U S. 390 0968.
6 "While recognizing the analytical difficulties of applying the 1909 Copyright Act to
a new teehnoloev like wired cable, copyright experts generally criticized the Court's
assertion that viewers do not "perform" when receiving works on ordinary home television
sets. Copyright experts generally argued that viewers have no copyright liability because
they engage in a pnvat performance; the copyight law restricts public performances
of works. Lower appellate courts had so ruled. If the Supreme Court had followed this
principle, cable operators would probablY have been held liable for retransmission of
broadcast programming. (Alternative!yx the Court could have decided that the term
"perform" in the 1909 Act could not be stretched to cover a technology

contemplated when the 1909 Act was passed.i

not even
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Broadcasting Systern, Inc. v. Teleprompter Corp.," broadcasters lost and cable
systerns prevailed again. The Court said that the "reception and rechanneling
of these [broadeastJ signals for simultaneous viewing is essentially a viewer
function, irrespective of the distance between the broadcasting station and the
ultimate viewer."94
The Fortighty-Teleprompter decisions gave cable systems complete
exemption from copyright liability for retransmission of broadcast signals. The
practical effect was not to end the policy debate, which now returned to the
legislative forum (since the general revision of the 1909 Act was yet pending,
but to place the cable operators in a strong position in forging a compromise
concerning their copyright liability under the proposed revision,"'

1976 Copyright Revision
Congress legislated the cable cor
copyright policy issues stemming from r
wired cable systems. Since the FCC hn
wired cable, the Congress employed the
contours of' the cable compulsory lic
regulations infused the copyright law an.
bodily into the copyright law. Those

carriage

ruls,3'

the

syndicated

e in 1976 to resolve the
.copyrigted works by
substantial regulation of
regulations to shape the
s ene, the FCC's cable
rated by reference almost
eluded the distant signal
rules,"
the
network

415 1:3,
4 415 U.S

& Indeed copyright owners were in the weakest posture of any of the contending
interests am4 La cable operator, broadcasters, and rightsholders Ciable operators had
prevailed in Dort. Broadcasters had prevailed before the FCC, whose 1972 rules
cted cable carriage of distant signals but required carriage of local signals
were not getting any money from cable for retransmission and would have
Siding increased payvnents from broadcasters. RightshoIders could not get
,f h-he- had to obtain relief from the Congress through an amendment of
it Ia
The distant signal rules governed the permissibility of importing broadcast signals
from a distant television market into the service area of the cable system. The rules
established rigid quotas for the number of distant independent station signals (that is,
commercial non-network signals that could be carried by a cable system based on the
division of television markets into top-50, lower-S0, "smaller market," and "outside all
markets" categories. The 'distant signal" demarcation was drawn by application of the
must-carv rules: if the broadcast station could insist upon cable carnage, the signal was
local- all other signals were distant. These rules were eliminated by the FCC, effective
June 25, 1981, but remain highly significant under the Copyright Act for calculation of
the copyright royalties payable by cable stems.
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nonduplication rules," the must-carry rulesi"3 and originally the aniLileapfrogging4 and anti-siplning rules, 4 Ahove all. the FCC', former cable

.,

...continued)

The syndicated exclusivity rules allowed a broadcast station to
carriage of specific nonnetwork programming for which the broad
purchased exclusive transmission rights within its television market
programming was "syndicated," that is, marketed by independent pi
broadcast station in each television market under an exclusive lier&
remain in effect on a modified basis,
7

' The network nonduplication rules prohibit cable
into a service area already seed by that network. F
station operates in the television market served by the e
duplicate the network programming by importing a
network owned and operated station or an afliate stal
The signal can be imported to retransmit the nonnetw
(.e., local news- local television shows, and syndicate,
remain in effect.

Ct to cable
tation had
ost of this
em to one

INBU afihta~e
:ystemn may not
at (whether a
vision market,
broadcast day
These rules

a3 The must-carry rules in effect on April 15, 1976 were incorporated by reference
into the Copyright Act in the section ll11 definition of"local :service area of a primary
transmitter," which essentially defines "local" signals" Under these rules, a broadcast
station hcensed to operate in a particular community served by a cable system could
insist upon carriage by that system, within certain limits. The principal criteria were:

D geography -- must-carin rights applied within a 35-nile radius from the transmitter
sire, ii) significantlyviewed status --that the signal was viewed by 5 percent of television
households. as demonstrated by rating surveys. The original must-carry rules were held
unconstitutional in Quin(,- Cable TV, la( t% FCC, 768 F2d 1434 (DC. Cir. 1985), but
the same court noted that he 1976 ms-cari, rules remain viable for purposes of the

Copyright Act's cable compulsory license In the 1992 Cable Act, Pub. L. 102-385, 106
Star. 1460, Congress adopted statutory must-carry rules. The Supreme Court initially
vacated a district court grant ofsumnan
judgment holding the must-carry rules valid
and remanded the case for further findings on the justification for the carriage
regulations. Turnpr Bdtasfing, ystem, Inc. u, FCC, 114 S.Ct, 2445 1994 1, The Court
indicated that an int ennediate level of scrutiny is appropriate for the must-carry rules
The Government must show, however, that the remedy adopted does not burden
substantially more speech than is necessary to further its legitimate interests.
On
remand, a didded distrier court again upheld the constitutionality of the must-carry
rules. Turner BroadeastingSystent, Inc. v FCC, 910 F. Supp. 34 cD.D.C. 1995 . On
its second look, the Supreme Court recently upheld the constitutionality of the statutory
must-carr raes ic Tu rNer BroadcastingSystem, Inc. e. FCC, 117 S. Ct. 1174 (1997)
4 Originally, the distant signal rules prioritized signals and required importation of
the nearest distant signal of a given category (independent or network), The cable
system was prohibited front "leapfrogging" the closer station to import a more distant
one. The FCC withdrew the 'anti-leapfrogging" rules in 1977.
4 The former anti-siphoning rules restricted the migration of television programming
from "free" over-the-air television to subscriber-based cable systems. These rules were
invalidated by the courts in 1977. Home Box Office, Inc v. FCC. 567 F,2d 9 4DC. Cir.
197 7)
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regulations form an integral part of the calculation of the amount of royalties
that must he paid for cable retransmission under the cable compulsory license.
Recognizing that many local broadcasters now wanted to be carried by the
cable system operating in the local television market, the cable compulsory
license defined local signals by employing the FCC's must-carry rules as the
demarcation between local and distant. Since cable carriage of local signals was
mandatory, in general. cable operators would not have to pay copyright royalties
for carriage of local signals generally. Copyright royalties are paid for distant
signals primarily. Royalties are paid twice a year at six-ionLh filing periods.
At the present tire. small cable systems (with gr
less for the six month filing period) pay a flat fe
Medium-sized systems (with gross receipts above
$292,0900 for the filing period) pay a fee that is a
receipts from broad cast retransmissions (0.5 of I perce:
up to $146,000 plus I percentum of the gross recipts

less than $292,000). regardless of the number of disu
systems pay in accordance with a complex statutory
components: "gross receipts from secondary transt
"distant signal equivalents" 1 carried by the system. at

-age or tneir z;oss
f any gross receipts
ss o f $146,000 but
oals carried. Large
a which has lhree
;, the nunier of
,oyalty rate (which

is a percentage amount for different distant signals)

Treasury in imtereSt-

.es fees due under the cable compulsory
e and deposited with the United States
pending their distribmion to those

entitled to compensate
are conducted by ad b
by the Copyright Offi,

:4s, which are convened and supervised
tion of the Librarian of Congress.

Like the satellite
license are paid into t,

The royalty
and large system
The rtes are
impacts the cat
receipt limitatic

license. The distribution proceedings

nd gross reepi limitations that define small-, medium,
ubjee o adjustment, for inflation a five-year intervals.
oct to adjustment following an FCC rule change that
ige of broadcast signals. To adjust the rates or gross
"opyright Office would convene a Copyright Arbitration

The "distant signal equivalent" value, which is a critical component of the royalty
formula, is defined by the terms of FCC regulations in effect on either April 15, 1976 (the
must-carry rules or October 19, 1976 ,the date of enactment of the 1976 Copyright Act .
The royalty rates var- in accordance with the number of "distant signal equivalents"
attributable to cable carriage of broadcast programming. In simple terms, a value of one
is assigned to carriage of independent broadcast stations and a value of one-quarter is
assigned to carriage of network stations and noncommercial stations. These values are
further quali fed depending upon the FCC's rules governing substitution of programming
e.g.. in "black out" situations), part time carriage of late night or specialty programming,
and part time carriage because of lack of channel capacity to carry all the authorized
signals.
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Wireless Crable
In 1976, satellite transmission of television programming was in its infancy.
For example, the FCC did not authorize the operations of the first satellite
resale carriers (the predecessors of satellite carriers) until December 1976 -- after
passage of the 1976 Copyright Act. When the cable compulsory license was
created, satellite transmission was not used to deliver broadcast signalsi4
(Terrestrial microwave was used by many cable systems to import, sinals not
receivable with over-the-air reception equipment. ) "Wireless cable" and SiATVs
also known as "private cable") did not exist. (One or two channel multipoint
distribution systems -"MDS"- did exist, but they locked the
ultieharne
capacity that was developed later and given FCC authorization in the mid1980's. In 1976. MDS was a pay broadcast service., Telephone services wore
prohibited by FCC regulations from providing video reransmissions untl
recently." This limited FCC authorization for video telephone service has
been superseded now by passage of the Communications A.t of i996, which
removes most of the regulator constraints on telephone video services,
During the mid-1980's, the

began Lo receive cable

statements of account and royalty payments fom -Idea retransmission services

A pay cable service, Home Box Office ;HBOt. began using a domestic
communications satellte (Western Union's Wear to distribute programming to its
cable system customers. Hearngs Before the Subcommittee on Communications of the
Senate Comm. on Commerce. Science, and Transportation. 102d Cong., ist Sess. 11
(1991', (Statement of Charles C. Hewit, President, Satellite Broadcasting and
Communications A.socialion),
1993t

had begun to experiment

ith video dial tone service. Bell

Atlantic was authorized to offer this interactive video senice to New Jersey viewers.
According to press accounts. Bell Atlantic offered selected viewers 60 channels of service
at prices 20% less than competing cable systems. Bak, Belt' Branch Out, Tzre, July 18,
1994, col. 1, page 5
,u Pub, L
104-66
Act of February 8, 1996, This historic revision of the
communications law will have an enormous impact on competition in video services. The
change
bought by the 1996 Telecommunications Act are beyond the scope of this
Report, except to note a few points. Although the Telecommunications Act removes
most of the regulator constraints from the telephone companies in providing video

series,

the telephone companies presumably xll not have the privilege of the cable and

satellite eerier compulsory licenses of the Copyright Act for carriage of broadcast
programmingrasent further legislation. The telephone companies may seek access to
these licenses by merger with cable or satellite service providers that are eligible for the
compulsory licenses, or by obtaining a local government franchise to operate as a cable
system. Those telephone companies that do not gain access to the compulsory licenses
will be at a serious competitive disadvantage in providing video services. It is not likely
that they could obtain the right to retransmit the broadcast programming through
voluntary negotiations, except possibly in the case of superstations. For further
information about the 1996 Telecommunications Act, see A Gilroy, Teleconununications
Regulator Reforni: Issue Brief 1395067.
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other than wired cable." These new video retransmission services claimed
eligibility under the section 111 cable license either because they were unable
to obtain voluntary licenses from copyright owners or could not meet the price
demanded for voluntary? licenses. In order to do business, they asserted that the
cable compulsory license could be interpreted as applicable to them,"The Copyright Office conducted a public rulemaking proceeding to clarify
whether or not the section 111 compulsory license applies to entities other than
traditional wired cable systems. regulated as such by the FCC.
-. tile this
rulemaking proceeding was pending, a television network, the National
Broadcasting Company, and an affiliate sued a satellite carrier for copyright

infringement.

The district court ruled in NBC's favor in 1988, finding that
.Pafic
Southern Co., Inc v,. Satellite Broadcast Network, lac., 694 F. Supp. 1565
Ga. 1988),

satellite carriers are not eligible for the cable compulsory license,

In response to the SBN decision, Congress created the satellite carrier

statutorv license by enacting the Satellite Home Viewer Act of 1988.
In July 1991. the Copyright Ofce issued a Policy Decision and proposed
regulations consistent with the SBN district court opinion.'v Before final
regulations were issued, however. the 11th Circuit reversed and hed satellite

carriers were eligible for the cable compulsory license. National Broadcasting
Company, Inc. u. Satellte Broadcast Ntecorks, Dic. 940 F.2d 1467 (l1th Cir.
1991). After careful evaluation of the CopyrighI Act of 1976, its legislative
history, and the 11th Circuit's SBN decision, the Copyright Office ruled in 1992

that, video re-rasmission services other than wired cable and certain

At different time periods, these retransmission services included SMATVs.
wireless cable, and satellite carriers,
'7

Before -he advent of signal scrambling technology, satellite carriers operated free

of -opyright liability under the "pasive carrier" exemption of 17 U.SC, §11 l().3 . The

conditionnsof that exemption are that the earner have -no direct or indirect control over
the content or selection of the primary transmission or over the particular recipients of
the secondary transmission " After the mid-1980's. satellite carriers elected to scramble

some of their signals, The 1984 amendments to the Coinmunications Act had legalized
home "dish"reception of unscrambled satellite signals unless the program owner had a
licensing-r mketing plan to which the public could subsribe). The satellite carriers and
many program owners scrambled their transmissions to assert proprietary, control over
them. By scrambling their signals, satellite carriers were able to "control... the particular
recipients of the secondary transmission." which violated the conditions of the section
lllia(3 passive carrier exemption. Satellite carriers were no longer "passive." At this
point, thev asserted their eligibility for the cable license.
4

'

6 Fed. Reg.

3

1580fJaly 11 199tf1
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SMATVs
are ineligible for the cable compulsory license," notwithstanding
the initial contrary opinion of the 11th Circuit in the SBJ case. Ultimately,
after judicial review of the Copyright Office's regulation, the lth Circuit
deferred to agency expertise and upheld the validity of the regulation.11
Wireless cable operators, in particular, petitioned Congress to provide
legislative relief from the impact, of the 1992 Copyright Office regulation 52 by
amendment of' section 111 of the Copyright Act.

THE SATELLITE HOME VIEWER ACT OF 1994
The Satellite Home Viewer Act of 1994 extended for 5 years the 17 U SC,
§119 statutory license for retransmission of superstation and network signals
by satellite carriers for purposes of private home viewing via hore satellite
receiving equipment.
With respect to the section 119 1
network station, established a statute
households are "unserved" by one or
procedures for determining viewaN.
established the eligibility of direct hi

redefined the phrase

dt erminin which
iblished transitional
mais over-the-air.

for the section 119

49 The eligible SIV

? there regulated by the FCC as cable systems. In its 1990

Report and Order in.
SMATVs may beeom
cable except where 11
is no crossing ntfa pu
at 4.

the FCC ruled that
o 89-35. Definition of a Calfyt
if operate in
stems
multiple buildings interconnected by
s are tconmony owned, controlled or managed and there
of-wqy to install the wires. 1990 Cable Report and Order

. 57 Fed. Rel
postponed t-i e.
the status of 1

uary 29, 1992). The effective date of the regulation was
allow time for amendment of the Copyright Act to resolve
vider, other than wired cable systems.

' Satellite Broadcastingand CommunicationsAssociation of America t. Oman, 17
F.3d 344 (11th Cir. 1994).
The Copyight Office's regulation defining "cable systems" for purposes of the 17
U S C-§1 I I license also had great significance in the legislative consideration of the
sate
carrier license extension. Satellite carriers have been granted a separate, but
only temporary license in 17 U S.C.§119 While the section 119 license is available, it
is clear that satellite carriers are excluded from the section 111 cable license, in
accordance with 17 U.SC, §1 19(e), The satelLite carriers argue. however, that if the
section 119 license is allowed to lapse by the Congress, then the carriers are eligible for
the cable license The Copyright Office's rule, however, excludes satellite carriers from
access to the cable license by declaring they do not satisfy the statutory definition of a
"cable systeii." Application of the regulation to satellite carriers is now mooted by
extension of the section 119 license by the SHVA of 1994. but the issue could arise again
at the end of this decade, when extension of the section 119 license after the year 1999
will inexatably be presented to the Congress.
52
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license, and identified fair market value criteria for setting royalty rates through
arbitration
With respect to the section 111 cable license. the SHVA of 1994 made
wireless cable eligible for the cable compulsory license. The Act also amended
the definition of local signals in 17 U.S.C. 1 If) to make those broadcast
signals that are must-carry signals under the 1992 Cable Act local signals under
the cable compulsory license of the Copyright Act.

1.

Statutory License and Arbitration Phases

The SHVA of 1994 retained the bifurcated sta
Home Viewer Act of 1988. but established a new d
voluntary negotiations to adjust the rates, I[
successful the rates are adjusted by a copyrig]
(CARPI under the auspices of the Copy-ight (
Congress.s The arbitrated rate phase. if neeessa
July 1. 1 9 9 7 'i and will continue until the license
Pending the setting of new rates by an ar!
voluntary agreement on new rates. the rates se[ b
SHVA of 1988 will remain in effect. These exist
subscriber per month for any superstation signal su
exclusivity rules; 14 cents per subscriber per mont hf
that is "syndex-prcof' in reference to the FCC re g]
subscriber per month for any network signal.

2,

Ne,

The tert
status c

-ion,; are not
royalty Panel
Librarian of
approximately
,nd of i999
-al Panel and absent any
n arbitral paiel under the
rates are: 17.5 cents per
ct to the FCC's syndicated
or any superstation signal
ations;15 and 6 cents per

Redefined
ion' was redefined in the SHVA of 1994 to clarify
al educational stations (members of the public

Librarian initiated both the voluntary negotiation phase and the CARP
cr )- discover phase in the same Federal Register notice published June 11,
ed. ]eg. 29573. Because of scheduling difficulties, the notice allows olly two
vountarv negotiations before beginning the initial phases of the CARP
lunta"r negotiations may continue of course during the precontrove, phase

or on th

niewarbitrated rates, if set by a CARP, would take effect either July 1, 1997
ate set by the CARP following judicial review of its final determination.

'5 The SHYA of ] 994 contains technical errors. including error reversing the rates
for s-ndex-proof and nonsyndex-proof signals. H . REP NO. 104-554, 104th Cong., 2d
Sees. (1996, The rates set out in this Report are the rates set by the 1992 arbitration
decision, which Congress intended to confirm, pending the setting of new rates.
HR.672, which would correct this and other technical error, in the Act, passed the
House of Representatives on March 18, 1997 Thi., Report discusses the SHYA of 1994
on the basis of the law as if it had been corrected by enactment of IItR. 672
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broadcasting network -"PBS') and of the affiliates of the Fox Broadcasting
'network,"56 This new definition replaced one that simply incorporated the 17
U.S.C. §111(f) definition of a network station into the section 119 license.
Under the SIBVA of 1988 it had been unclear whether the superstation royalty
rate or thc network rate (and the other network station restrictions applied to
PBS stations and Fox affiliates. PBS and Fox are probably not considered
"networks" (for different reasons for purposes of the cable license
The SHVA of 1994 provided that any PBS member st;
station."
Under the SHVA of 1994, commercial network stations
owned or operated by. or affiliated with, one of the televisi,
United States. Networks are defined as entities offering
program service on a regular basis for 15 hours or more per
affiliated television licensees in 10 or more states. The defu
any translator station or terrestrial satellite station Chat .
substantially all of the programming of a primary network s
definition. Fox affiliates would clearly be network stations.

3.

-twork

!reonnected
at least 25
so includes
easbs all or

Under this

Unserved House

The SHVA of 199,
existing subscriber to
household. These provi
of section 119(a)(5 -- t

i- At the

i-eF status of

procedures for ascertaining if an
service resides in an "unserved
I facilitate nonjudicial enforcement
in o n he satellite carrier license

nse extension bills were under consideration in 1994,
ions wa, doubtfuZl

"' The section l1i(f) definitions of the cable license divide broadcast stations into
three, separately defined, mutually exclusive categories: independent stations, network
stations, and noncommercial educational stations. Fox stations presumably fail to meet
the sedion I IIIf) definitio of "network station" becau e Fox Broadcasting does not
pride fully nationwide service. Since "noncommercial broadcast stations" are separately
defi nedin section 11 (f), it has seemed clear that the "network station" definition of the
cable license applies only to commercial broadcast stations. In the case of the satellite
carrier license, however, the status of PBS stations was doubtful because of a comment
in H.R REP, 103-703 (Part II), 103d Cong.. 2d Sss. 19 (1988). which referred to PBS
stations as subject to the network royalty, rate
Because of this reference in the
legislative history, the Copyright Office accepted filings from satellite carriers that
applied the network rovalty rate to PBS station signals, PBS, however. apparently did
net acknowledge that the 'white areas" restrictions for "network signals" applied to its
stations,

'58 Since the enactment of the SHIVA of 1994. additional commercial networks have
arisen that probably also meet the Act's amended definition of a network. These include
the United Paramount Network and the Warner Brothers Network.
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as applied to network stations.'9 Also, in any action to enforce the territorial
restriction, satellite carriers will bear the burden of proving the household is
unserved by the particular broadcast network.
Transitional signal intensity measurement
The transitional signal intensity measurement provision

procedures for testing the viewability of signals to deternnr
particular household is served by a particular network. Tf
distinguished between signals that are within or without the stati
Grade B contour.' The procedures were in effect only in 1995 a
Senate Judiciary Committee report stated the "prov signs are de
mechanism for resolving disputes. without litigation over wh(
subscribers are unserved within the meaning of the act,'61
Within the predicted Grade B cont oti
of conducting a signal intensity measu
household was unserved, if the network st

If the test had shown the household was n
had to deauthorize the service. If. however
unserved, the broadcast affiliate ehallengi
carrier for the cost of the signal measures
bill."
t In essence,
retransmit netwo
Originally, this F
unserved by o o
NBC) Under the
license will h e c
and PBS member
'The
1
p:
established I
issure comp
,trength is it
signal and tc

established
whether a
procedures
's predicted
1996. The

carrier had the burden
ermnine whether the
I the satellite service.
e carrier immediately
ed the household was
had to reimburse the
days of receiving the

barriers are not permitted under the section 119 license to
except to provide ser-6ce in the so-called "white areas."
rdt to the one to two percent of the tele-ision households

~e three nmaor national television networki (ABC, CBS, and
%A'snew d~initin of network station, the satellite carrier
available for carrage of Fox, United Paramount Warner,
B contour of a broadcast station is a technical standard
's of thi Federal Communications Commission i"FCC"I to
to app- opriate broadcast sernie standards. The required signal
o provi Iv a certain level of viewability for the public receiving the
interfEreacet-with other broadcast stations.

" S.REP. 103-407, 103d Cong.., 2d Sess. 10 (1994).
62 Signal intensity measurements were not in fact conducted as envisioned by the

SHVA of 1994. Congress expected that the satellite carriers and the broadcasters would
agree among themselves about the detailed procedures and standards for the signal
intensity test. For example where will the measurement be taken -- inside the household

or on the rooftop antennae; how high must the antennae be: where must the antennae
be located, how will the measurement be taken for condominiums and other multiple
dwellings? The negotiations did not result in any agreement, and the bill in the 104th
Congress, H.R. 3192. which would have compelled arbitration, was not enacted.
Consequently, if satellite carrier delivery of a network signal is challenged within the
station's predicted Grade B contour, the satellite carrier deactivates service for that
(continued...)
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Within the predicted Grade B contour, a network affiliate could have
conducted it own signal intensity measurement, If the household was not
unserved, the carrier immediately had to deauthorize service and reimburse the
affiliate for the cost of the test.
Outside the station's predicted Grade B contour, a network affiliate had the
burden of conducting the signal intensity measurement. If the household was
not unserved, the satellite carrier immediately had to deauthorize service and
reimburse the affiliate for the cost of the test within 45 days of billing. If
however, the household was unserved, the affiliate would have paid the Cost of
the test.
The transitional signal intensity measurement clause ofthi SI Q&of 1994
is now a "dead letter." The policy issue of determining what is a viewable
network signal remains. however. Unless th(
deissue
ided by
may be litigated and some clarification of "viethe courts.
Burden of proof
In any civil action litiga
network signal, thc satellite
retransmission of the network
household. The losing party
measurement tests.
This bturd
to actions relay
unserved It
of 1994, Th
intp.nded to Cori

4.

Diirec

ousehold receiving the
n of proving that the
viewing to an unserved
I"any signal intensity

n

took effect Januat

1. 1997," with respect

who subscribed to satellite service as an
r 18, 1994 -- the effective date of the SHVA
-inal intensity measurement procedures were
i f proofclarification.
f

ithig

service

The S }A of 1994 redefined "satellite carriers" to mean carriers who
operate in t he Fixed Satellite Service or the Direct Broadcast Satellite Service,
parts 25 ail d 100 respectively, of the FCC's regulations. This revised definition
established for the first time the eligibility of direct broadcasting services for the
section 119 license.

s2o..-continued I
signal. The householder is then left with the options of receiving the signal over the air,
if possible; of subscribing to a cable service, if it is available; or of doing without the
signal" The coming into effect of the burden of proof provision may trigger litigation over
alleged infringing satellite transmissions to home satellite "dish" owners.
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5.

Fair Market Value Royalty Adjustment Criteria

Under the SHVA of 1988, absent voluntary agreements, the statutory
royalty rates could be adjusted by an arbitration procedure, The law included
some general criteria to guide the discretion of the arbiters in adjusting the
rates." Those criteria were revised by the SHVA of 1994.
The arbitration panel shall establish royalty rates th;
represent the fair market value" of the superstation and
retransmitted by satellite carriers, The CARP shall base
.economic, competitive. and programming information present
including three specific factors: the competitive environment t]
in similar private and compulsory marketplaces, and the spec
retransmission marketplace; the impact of the rates on continue
the satellite service to the public: and the economic impact on C
and satellite carriers.

6.

)st clearly
rk signals
,-ision on
le parties."

t ofsignals
aures of the
illabiflitvo Of

Wireless Cable

The SHIVA of 1994 amen
Copyright Act by inserting ix
The purpose of this change
eligible for the cable compuls#
The quest,
by wireless cable
not subject to tE
had been abolish]
mid-!gW0's. Ye

i" in section 11(f) of the
"wir s "and "cables ."
/een
wires cable" systems

out computation of the royalties payable
ase. As noted earlier, wireless cable was
regulations since most of the regulations
wireless cable became operational in the
taige regulations are indispensable to the

comutation of
Congress resolved this dilemma not by statutory text but by comments in
the committee reports, The Senate Judiciary Committee report says the
committee intends 'wireless' cable and traditional wired cable systems to be
placed on equal footing &Lth respect to their royalty obligations under the cable
compulsory license, so that one not have an unfair advantage over the other due
to differences in their regulatory status under FCC rules."55 The Senate
Report therefore directed the Copyright Office to "treat 'wireless' cable systems

as Hthey were subject to the same FCC rules and regulations that are applicable
to wired cable systems, and 'wireless' cable systems must file their royalty

64 The criteria were originally set forth in 17 U.S.C. §119 613VD). ,%s a result of
amendments made by the statute abolishingthe Copyright Royalty Tribunal [Pub. L. 103198, 107 Stat. 2304, Act of December 17, 1993,, this provision was redesignated
§1 190c}3)(B).
SS.

REP. 103-407 at 14
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payments and statements of account accordingly,

in order to qualify for the

section 111 license.'"6

7.

Local Signals

The S-VA of 1994 made one other adjustment to the section
compulsory license
The definition of "local service area o.
transmnitter" -- that is, the definition of local signals -- was ami
change, in essence, expanded the concept of local signals to inch
signals entitled to "must-carry" status under the FCC's 1976 rolp.
law.), but also those entitled to must-carry status under the stc
enacted by the Cable Television Consumer Protection and Compe
1992" ("1992 Cable Act"), which amended the Communications A
The 1992 Cable Act created statutory
the FCC to issuc regulations governing ral
signals by cable systems, at the election oft'
of the SHVA of 1994, if the station toques
distant signal under the Copyright Act .be
1976 must-carry rules , the broadcast stat.

111 cable
primary
ded. The
.e not only
the- former

sions cad directed
f certain broadcast
on. Before passage
e was considered a
Is the range of the
,c the cable system

for the copyright costs of thc requested cat

612-ibid

6-' The eoncepor relevance to th
add a definition
intensity reasur(
and 1996. The ct
Murdoch direct bthe satellite lien
services under th,

s" applies only to the cable license, it has no application
3e as it now stands. The SIIVA of 1994 did temporarily
t' since this term was used in the transitional signal
7 US.C.
which
ha)8 was in effect during 1995
!d and the term "local market" is obsolete. The Rupert
vice ("Sky Satellite"') is reportedly seeking expansion of
iit c arriage of additional "local' broadcast signals by DBS
H 9 l1h Cne

'D Pub. T_ 102-385, 106 Star, 1460,
pre iidenflal vo to pass tho legislation.

October 5, 1992.

Congress overrode a

6 This obligation
'
existed only between the effective date of the statutory must-carry
rules (apparently December 4, 1992) and passage of the SITVA of 1994 on October 18.
1994. The obligation was largely theoretical since a broadcast station was unlikely to
insist upon carriage if the carriage meant the station had to reimburse the cable operator
for copyright royalty fees attributable to the difference between the two statutory
definitions of local signals In lieu of must-carry. the 1992 Cable Act gave a broadcast
station the right to grant or deny its consent to transmission of its signal by cable
systems ("retransmission consent"). To date. this broadcaster right has also been largely
theoretical. Cable systems have refused to pay money for the privilege of carrying nonmust carry signals. Some broadcast networks may have obtained non -monetary benefits,
such as additional cable channels or favorable channel positions, in exchange for their
retransmission consent.
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The SHEVA of 1994 expanded the area of local signals (and decreased the
number of distant, signals, as a result)" under the cable compulsory license of
the Copyright Act. The amendment conformed the Copyright Act's definition
of "local signals" to the definition in the 1992 Cable Act. Broadcast stations are
now relieved of any copyright costs when they request cable carriage pursuant
to either the 1976 FCC rules or the statutory must-carry provisions since the
signal is considered 'local.'""
The must-carD" provisions of the 1992 Cable Act have b,,
a lawsuit, challenging their constitutionality. On its second
carry provisions, the Supreme Court, recently upheld their co
a 5-4 decision The Court, analyzed the First Amendment
"intermediate scrutiny" test of United States u. O'Brien. 391 U
it had announced it would in an earlier phase of this litigation
ruled that Congress "has an independent interest in preserving,
broadcasters to ensure that all households have access to

70 Under the cable eompulsm
The definition of "local service w
between local and distant- If a b:
71 In essence, no
signals under the sect
signals. except for si
gross receipts and the
signals, if any such s,

ject of
mustlitv in

ictyaf
in and

I is either lc cal or distant.
Igovernis th
e demarcation
it is distant,
aid by cable sstems for carriage of local
pyriht royalties are paid only for distant
nominal or small fee as a percentage of
.hose larce systems that carry no distant

" Turner Blroaaca-soTng yten, Inc.', et alLt. Federal Communications Comm ission
eta!., I17S. Ct. 1174 (1997 An analysis ofthe specific must-carry rules is beyond the
scope of this Ie port. except to note a few main requirements: cable systems with more
than 12 usable channels m ust use up to one-third of their channel capacity to carry
qualifying fuil service local c onmercial broadcast stations; systems with 13-36 channels
must also ca rry i p Co Ch ree tIecal noncommercial broadcast stations, systems with more
than 36 channelIs must carry all non-duplicating local noncommercial stations; any cable
system must g nerally "grandlather" carriage of any local noncommercial stations it
arch 29, 1990 Sunless 30 day notice is given to drop the stations or change
tion'),
7:; 1, that first phase, the Supreme Court remanded the case to a special three-judge
district court. ruling that the panel erred in granting summary judgment to the
government based on the record before it. Thraer BroadcastingSvstprn, Tnc., et al. .
Federal Communicaftorn Commission et al, 114 S.Ct 2445 1i994 The Court found,
that the must-carry provisions are subject only to an intermediate level of first
Amendment scrutiny. but it also found the record inadequate at that time to asess their
speech-restrmtion impact, even under the lesser standard applied to contnt-neutral
regulations On remand, a divided three-judge district court panel received further
evidence into the record and again upheld the constitutionality of the statutory mustcarry rules, as implemented by the FCC. Turner BroadcastingS ,ster. Inc. c. FCC. 910
F. Supp. 734 (D.D.C. 1995).
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The
entertainment on an equal footing with those who subscribe to cable."'
"Congress could conclude from the substantial body of evidence before it that
'absent legislaive action, [he free local off-air broadcast system is
endangered.l'75 Given this compelling governmental interest in preserving a
national system of "local" broadcast television, the must-cary provisions were
upheld notwithstanding their burden on the free speech of cable systems and
programmers since the rules are "narrowly tailored to preserve a multiplicity of
broadcast stations for the 40 percent of Arnerican households without cable.'"7

LEGSIATIVE POLICY ISSUES
1.

Signal Measurement and Termination of Satellie Service:
Determination of "Unserved" Status

Legislation considered but not enacted
addressed the issue of how to measure
unserved by a given broadcast network, Sa
public interested in receiving satellite televi
action to resolve this policy issue.
The SKVA of 1994 assi
the standards necessary to ii
but no agreement was made
terminated .ervice to houst
contour, upon obection to i

;s would have
is served or
embers of the
eek evislative

ate sector parties would agree on
tensity measurement procedures,
!, satellite carriers have generally
~work signal's predicted grade B
Ldcasters.

HR. 3192 in the 104th Congress would have responded to the failure of
private sector interests to agree on implementation of the transitional signal
intensity means,ure-ment procedure. The bill would have amended the satellite
carrier license to require satellite carrier notification to subscribers of the
s aLutorv !imit- On network service; require the satellite carriers and network
broadcasters to agree on signal measurement procedures within 30 days after
enactment or submit the issues to binding arbitration; require that the
subscriber decic i-s-whether or noto measure the signal intensity of the network
signat within t e station's predicted grade B contour; if no test was conducted.
service had to I P terminated; if a test was conducted. the objecting broadcaster
id if the rest showed the household was unserved; if the Test

TurnerBroadcaathngS;xstent, Inc, . FCC, 117 S, Ct. 1174 Il997 kSlip Op. at 11),
Turner Broadcasting & stern,Inc. u. FCC. Slip Op. at 27.
76 Turner u, FCC., Slip Op. at 34. At this time, cable now serves about 67 percent
of television households- the must-corr rules protect one-third of the viewing public
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showed the household was not "unserved," the subscriber womld have paid the
cost of the test.''

2,

Local Signals. Expansion of the Satellite License To
Permit Retransmission of Any Local BroadcastSignal

The satellite license,

in contrast to the cable license,

does not permit

retransmission of every local broadcast signal)

Satellite providers offer
nationwide services ordinarily; cable systems serve specific communities (in
accordance with FCC and local regulation) Lntil recent,
it has not been
technologically feasible to consider satellite retransmssion of a large number of
"local" signals." Recent technological developments hold the promise that

satellite providers can deliver 300-500 programming "channels.""

Distribution

systems have improved, channel capacity has increased,
At least one proposal is circulating
congressional offices aid committees
no
that seeks amendment of the Copyright Act (presumably of the satelhte license,
17 U.S.C. §119~ to allow satellite direct broadcasting services ("DBS") the
privilege of retransmitting more local broadcast sigilis,

t

Although H.R. 3192 would have eliminated any requirement of signal measurement
for households outside the predicted grade B contour, this amendment would not have
affected the basic liability of satellite carriers ror copyright infringement if they provide
service to households tat are
anserved. Tie
iotsatellite carrier license is available in
the case of network signals only for unnerved households. 17 US C §119ka(&(2)(B), The
bill would also have extended the transitional signal measurement procedures for one
year (until December 31, 199T)-

Yrhe reasons for the distinctions are in part historical and in part relate to the
nature, technolO, and e onomirstructures of the satellite and cable industries. Cable
hegan as a terrestrial, local community service, which added satellite technology after
developing its structure through cable, telephone leased lines, and microwave
technologes. Even ith the proliferation of multiple system ownership MSOS),, cable
remains a fundamentaly community-based service, subject to some regulation by local
franchising authorities as well as the FCC. The satellite television industry is
fundamentally a nationwide programming service, which is subject to FCC regulation
but is not regulated locally.
The potential pool of local" signals is huge since there are now approximately 1500
broadcast stations in the United States. any one of which is "local" to a given
community
According to testimony before the Senate Committee on Commerce,
Science, and Transportation, there are 328 local broadcast stations in the top 20
television markets alone, Statement of Stanley S. Hubbard, Chairman of the Board,
United States Satellite Broadcasting Company. Before the Senate Committee on
Commerce, Science,
and Transportation,
105th Cong, 1st Sess. (April 10.
1997 iunpublshed statement at 8'
80 Mega-channel cable systems are also being built.
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Fox Yetiork-American Sky BroadcastingProposal. Testimony has been
given before the Senate Committee on Commerce, Science, and Transportation
(hereafter "Senate Commerce Committee) about the proposed merger of
American Sky Broadcasting and EchoStar itwo DBS entities and their request
for a broadened compulsory license to allow DBS retransmission of any local
broadcast signal." This proposal applies to all broadcast signals apparently.
"Local signals" for any DBS provider would be defined in relation to the
subscriber's county of residence and the ADI ("area of dominant influence") of
the broadcast stations serving that county.

3.

PBS Satellite Feed Proposal

The Public Broadcasting Service ("PBS") is
satellite license to allow PBS to offer its own n
service for further national distribution. PBS
proposal is to facilitate universal access to PBS
PBS has begun the process
voluntary negotiations with progr
areas and difficulties in updating
SHVA of 1994 is subject to a suns
would have a limited life. PBS asset
voluntary negotiation after 1999

4.

LDBS
of the

ia! DBS rights through
encountered legal "gray"
d years ago. Since the
1999, PBS amendment
k to clear rights through

Revi.

The Senate
a report from th
reforms related
Aet The Copyri
)04

ommittee, in a letter of February 6. 1997, requested

.Of of the Library of Congress about issues and
nd Satellite compulsory licenses of the Copyright
has been asked to report on the following:
of the Satellite Home Viewer Act (SHVA);

disputes about application of the SIIVA, such as the determination
of which households are "unserved;"
harmonization of the satellite and cable compulsory licenses,
applcation of the licenses to new spot beam technology and new
markets for public television;
the applicability of the licenses to the Internet,

61 Hearing on Mu ti Channel Video Competition Before the Corminttee on Commerce,
Science, and Transportation, U.S. Senate. 105th Cong., lst. Seas. (April 10, 1997i,
Statement of Rupert Murdoch,
Broadcasting Network.

CEO of American Sky Broadcasting and the Fox
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the eligibility of telephone companies' "open video systems"
for the licenses;
and other technical and substantive issues.
The Copyright Office report is due in August 1997

CONCLUSION
The cable and satellite compulsory licenses of thi
rightsholders to permit the retransmission of certain b
systems and "wireless cable" in the case of the §111
providers (including direct broadcasting entities) in the
The licenses have some common features ;such w
distribution of royalties under ad hoe arbitration p
Copyright Office and the Librarian of Congress), The ]
however, in their overall structure. signal coverage, cor
copyright royalty payment mechanisms.
The Satellite Home View,

satellite and cable licenses. It

ct require
Llb by cable
by satellite
119 license.
stment and
ised by the
r markedly,
rriage, and

1'7T
amended both the
.9 satellite license for

5 years, until December 31.1P
The extended
set by statute), wl
(royalty rates ee
arbitration), A pu
now underway.
With res
stations and
Lhat at least
definition- C

ith a compulsory phase (royalty rates
untary negodation-arbitration phase
L or, as a last resort. by compulsory
it the satellite rates by arbitration is

teilite
reense the Act also clarified that PBS member
affiliates are network stations. oIt is also likely
al entities qualify as networks under the amended
unt
Wnd
Warner
Brothers.)

Under the StHA of 1994, satellite carriers have the burden of proving that
a household is unserved by a given network to justify the §119 license. Special
transitional procedures n effect for 2 years have now expired. They were
intended to facili Cate nonjudicial enforcement of the satellite license's restriction
to "white areas" for retransmission of network programming. but were never
implemented because no agreement was reached on signal measurement
standards and procedures.
Restriction of satellite service to "unserved"
household, determination of "unserved" status, and termination of service to
"served" households continue to engender public discussion and debate.

The Copyright Office may report on the status of pending rate adjustment
proceedings concerning the §119 satellite ieense and copyright royalty distribution
proceedings relating to both licenses.
2
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An amendment to the definition of "satellite carrier" in the SFVA of 1994
qualified direct broadcasting services (DBS) for the satellite license for the first
time. Most recently, the Public Broadcasting Service has sought amendment of
the §119 satellite license to allow national distribution by direct broadcasting
entities of PBS' own satellite feed. American Sky Broadcasting is seeking the
expansion of the §119 license to allow DBS entities to retransmit any "local"
broadcast signal.
With respect to the cable compulsory license of section 11
Act, the SHVA of 1994 amended the definition of "cable s
wireless cable. Also, an amendment to the definition oflocal
ll1(f) adjusted the Copyright Act's concept of local signals to
1992 Cable Act. This amendment benefits broadcast station
carriage. Before passage of the SHVA of 1994, broadca
incurred substantial copyright costs for cable carriage if
"distant" for purposes of the Copyright Act even though the
carry status under the 1992 Cable Act. Broadcasters Ere no I
pay any copyright royalties for cable carriage since all must
considered local signals, for which no copyright payment is or
The Copyright Office of tb
of both licenses under a requc
expected to file its report in A

the Copyright
n" to include
ials in section
-oncept of the
ho seek cable
s would havP
ir signal was
ial had muster required to
ry signals are
irily

required.

w-ondueting a review
ary Committee and is
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